
ACCESSORIES
CBR500R

DID YOU KNOW?

Is reliability supposed to be boring?H
It’s not rare to find some CB500 proudly boasting more than 300,000 kms (more than 

186,000 miles), but the long-time favourite of the couriers and the driving school is 
much more than a workhorse. Beginning in France in 1996, the CB500 Cup spread 

across Europe quickly. Since 2014, it is on CBR500R that young talents try to 
make a name by themselves, on a budget. Sebastien Charpentier or James 
Toseland, to name a few, started there.

The CBR500R Cup.

CONTACTEAZĂ UN DEALER

https://bit.ly/3ePSSX2


HIGH WINDSCREEN KIT (SMOKE)
08R70-MKP-D00ZA

Smoke windscreen higher than the standard version to 
provide an increased wind protection.

SEAT COWL
08F76-MJW-J00ZC or J00ZR

Replaces the standard passenger seat for a more aggres 
sive look. 
Available in 2 colours to perfectly match your CBR500R. 

• Mat Gunpowder Black Metallic *NH436M* (J00ZC)
• Grand Prix Red *R380* (J00ZR)

HEATED GRIPS
08ESY-MKP-GHR22

Extremely slim heated grips that provide 360° heat around 
the grips with 3-step variable heating levels. Focuses on the 
hands areas that are the most sensitive to cold. Integrated 
control switch for maximum rider comfort and command 
integration. Integrated circuit to protect the battery from 
draining. Attachment and heat-resistant glue included.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MJW-J00

Power or charge electrical equipment using this con-
venient 12V Socket (Provides 2A).

DESIGN

35L TOP BOX SET
08ESY-MKP-TB19

Set including a 35L Top Box and all the components 
needed to install it on the bike (rear carrier and base). 
The key system provided make it usable with the key to 
the unit. Inner bag included.

TANK BAG WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MKP-TKB19

Practical 3 litres tank bag featuring a clear pocket on 
top for convenient smartphone storage. Easy to fit 
thanks to the specific attachment included, this tank 
bag is provided with a rain cover.

REAR SEAT BAG WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MKP-RRSEAT

Functional rear seat bag with rain covers providing 
a capacity of 15L that can be expanded to 22L. Easy 
to attach and perfectly stable thanks to the specific 
attachment included.

COMFORT LUGGAGE
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TANK PAD (HONDA WING LOGO)
08P61-KYJ-800

3-piece adhesive-backed tank pad in a carbon fibre effect and featuring the Honda
Wing. Helps to protect tank paintwork from scratches and rubbing.

PROTECTION

U-LOCK
08M53-MFL-800

Tamper resistant barrel key U-lock.

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34-BC2-801

A water-resistant and breathable cover that allows your 
bike to dry whilst covered. Protects the paintwork from 
UV rays. Supplied with an anti-flutter rope and two 
security holes.

ACCESSORIES PACKS

COMFORT
08HME-MKP-CR22

High Windscreen (Smoke) •
Heated Grips •
12V Socket •

SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

TANK PAD (CBR LOGO)
08P71-MKF-DK0
Arrow shaped grey tank pad featuring the CBR logo. Helps to protect tank paintwork 
from scratches and rubbing.
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